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On the horizon, then, at the furthest edge of the possible, it is a matter of producing the space of the human species—the collective (generic) work of the species—on the model of what used to be called “art”; indeed, it is still so called, but art no longer has any meaning at the level of an “object” isolated by and for the individual.

—Henri Lefebvre, “Openings and Conclusions”

Location and point of view are constantly shifting at the apex of time’s flow. Language, memory, reflection, and fantasy may or may not accompany the experience. Shift to recall of the spatial experience: objects and static views flash in the mind’s space. A series of stills replaces the filmic real-time experience. Shift the focus from the exterior environment to that of the self in a spatial situation, and a parallel, qualitative break in experience between the real-time “I” and the reconstituting “me” prevails. As there are two types of selves known to the self, the “I” and the “me,” there are two fundamental types of perception: that of temporal space and that of static, immediately present objects. The “I,” which is essentially imageless, corresponds with the perception of space unfolding in the continuous present. The “me,” a retrospective constituent, parallels the mode of object perception. Objects are obviously experienced in memory as well as in the present. . . . the constitution of culture involves the burdening of the “me” with objects. It is the mode of the relatively clear past tense. Space in this scheme has been thought of mainly as the distance between two objects. The aim of this narrative is to make space less transparent, to attempt to grasp its perceived nature ahead of those habitual cultural transformations that “know” always in the static mode of the “me.”

—Robert Morris, “The Present Tense of Space”

The line between art and life should be kept as fluid, and perhaps indistinct as possible.

—Allan Kaprow, “The Event”
To suggest what might be included in a history of an art form is to postulate an archive that denies closure and scatters labels, an eccentric assembly that seeks to collect and inquire simultaneously.\(^1\) \textit{Space, Site, Intervention: Situating Installation Art} intends to chart the terms of discussion and debate that have surrounded installation and site-specific practices and to provide new critical frameworks that encourage a rethinking of their history. This examination takes place specifically in relation to various contexts in which this work has been experienced—art history, target communities, and art institutions—and in relation to viewers and makers addressing the question of how the medium offers theoretical and conceptual challenges to institutional, historical, and conceptual assumptions in art discourse.

I have invited practicing artists, writers, art historians, and hybrids of all of those disciplines to address some of the issues at stake in installation and site-specific art. This volume seeks to examine critically and explore the situation of these works within divergent and varied spheres of meaning, including community space, corporate space, architectural hybrids, multimedia, cyberspace, environmental action, public and private ritual, political activism, governmental and private patronage systems, and the compelling and problematized intersections created by all of these sites.

In this zone of maximum hybridity, definitions fall flat. It is only at the intersection of practices located both self-consciously historically and within contemporary frameworks of debate that a definition can be tentatively constructed to address installation activity in Europe, Japan, and the Americas. Thus, we could begin by saying that installation is informed by a multitude of activities, including \textit{architecture douce} (soft architecture),\(^2\) set design, the Zen garden, happenings, bricolage, \textit{son et lumière}, spectacles, world’s fairs, vernacular architecture, multimedia projections, urban gardens, shrines, land art, earthworks, trade shows, eighteenth- and nineteenth-century panoramas, Arte Povera, follies, and the visionary environments of “folk” artists.\(^3\) Collectively the work of installation and site specificity engages the aural, spatial, visual, and environmental planes of perception and interpretation. This work grows out of the collapse of medium specificity and the boundaries that had defined disciplines within the visual arts beginning in the 1960s.

In 1973, Lucy Lippard would postulate the \textit{dematerialization} of the object of art: “for lack of a better term I have continued to refer to a process of dematerialization, or a de-emphasis on material aspects (uniqueness, permanence, decorative attractiveness).”\(^4\) Installation
art as genre, term, medium, and practice acts as the assimilator of a rich succession of influences. In installation the object has been rearranged or gathered, synthesized, expanded, and dematerialized. Daniel Buren has declared that site-specific as a term “has become hackneyed and meaningless through use and abuse.”

Hal Foster, speaking of Richard Serra, says “for sculpture to harden into a thing-category would be for sculpture to become monumental again—for its structure to be fetishized, its viewer frozen, its site forgotten, again. In this light to deconstruct sculpture is to serve its ‘internal necessity’; to extend sculpture in relation to process, embodiment, and site is to remain within it.” This volume hopes to counteract and complicate these paradigms and assertions by examining the definitions and legacies of site specificity and installation while articulating a broad range of theoretical, material, and conceptual practices.

**Toward Definition**

A more rigorously analytical reading of the history of modernist sculpture would have to acknowledge that most of its seemingly eternal paradigms, which had been valid to some extent in late nineteenth-century sculpture (i.e., the representation of individual, anthropomorphic, wholistic bodies in space, made of inert, but lasting, if not eternal matter and imbued with illusionary moments of spurious life), had been definitely abolished by 1913. Tatlin’s corner-counter relief and his subsequent “Monument for the Third International” and Duchamp’s readymades, both springing off the height of synthetic Cubism, constitute the extremes of an axis on which sculpture has been resting ever since (knowingly or not): the dialectics of sculpture between its function as a model for the aesthetic production of reality (e.g., its transition into architecture and design) or serving as a model investigating and contemplating the reality of aesthetic production (the readymade, the allegory). Or, more precisely: architecture on the one hand and epistemological model on the other are the two poles toward which relevant sculpture since then has tended to develop, both implying the eventual dissolution of its own discourse as sculpture.

—Benjamin Buchloh, “Michael Asher and the Conclusion of Modernist Sculpture”

We find ourselves presently at the tail end of an intriguing and sometimes baffling series of moments, movements, and gestures that cross-reference installation art. Seemingly inexhaustible numbers of
objects, environments, landscapes, cityscapes, mindscapes, and interventions could be filed under the terms *site specific* and *installation*, terms that have an equally complex history. *Site specific* derives from the delineation and examination of the site of the gallery in relation to space unconfined by the gallery and in relation to the spectator. As discursive terminology, *site specific* is solely and precisely rooted within Western Euro-American modernism, born, as it were, lodged between modernist notions of liberal progressiveness and radical tropes both formal and conceptual. It is the recognition on the part of minimalist and earthworks artists of the 1960s and 1970s that “site” in and of itself is part of the experience of the work of art. Robert Smithson’s use of the terms *site* and *nonsite* to label his works that removed samples from exterior sites and placed them into the “neutral” space of the gallery demanded an expansion of what could be thought of as art. Content could be space, space could be content, as sculpture was extrapolated into and upon its site. It was an examination of the very foundations of modernism (gallery as “site”), and later, as earthworks claimed land as site, it was an examination of the foundations of landscape and the natural.8 With earthworks artists and with Smithson in particular the sheer expanse of “the natural” became an extension of minimalism’s delineation of what Robert Morris called “primary structure,” which in turn suggested that artwork must be reactive to its site, informed by the contents and materials of its actual location, whether they be industrially, “naturally,” or conceptually produced. *Installation* is the noun form of the verb to install, the functional movement of placing the work of art in the “neutral” void of gallery or museum. Unlike earthworks, it initially focused on institutional art spaces and public spaces that could be altered through “installation” as an action. “To install” is a process that must take place each time an exhibition is mounted; “installation” is the art form that takes note of the perimeters of that space and reconfigures it. The ideological impossibility of the neutrality of any site contributes to the expansion and application of installation, where sculptural forms occupy and reconfigure not just institutional space but the space of objecthood as well. As Douglas Crimp has noted of installation’s minimalist precursor:

Minimal objects redirected consciousness back on itself and the real-world conditions that ground consciousness. The coordinates of perception were established as existing not only between spectator and the work but among spectator, artwork, and the place
inhabited by both. This was accomplished either by eliminating the object's internal relationships altogether or by making those relationships a function of simple structural repetition, of "one thing after another." Whatever relationship was now to be perceived was contingent on the viewer's temporal movement in the sphere shared with the object. Thus the work belonged to its site; if its site were to change, so would the interrelationship of object, context, and viewer. Such a reorientation of the perceptual experience of art made the viewer, in effect, the subject of the work, whereas under the reign of modernist idealism this privileged position devolved ultimately on the artist, the sole generator of the artwork's formal relationships. 9

The site of installation becomes a primary part of the content of the work itself, but it also posits a critique of the practice of art-making within the institution by examining the ideological and institutional frameworks that support and exhibit the work of art. "To install" becomes not a gesture of hanging the work of art or positioning a sculpture, but an art practice in and of itself. Crimp goes on to discuss artists such as Daniel Buren, Hans Haacke, and Michael Asher—artists who expanded the original tenets of site specificity with materialist critiques.

Speaking of the infamous removal of Richard Serra's Tilted Arc from its public site, Crimp problematizes both the reception of the piece and also the recuperation of site specificity within art discourse to serve seemingly opposite claims of conceptual radicality and timeless aestheticism:

The larger public's incomprehension in the face of Serra's assertion of site specificity is the incomprehension of the radical prerogatives of a historic moment in art practice. "To remove the work is to destroy the work" was made self-evident to anyone who had seen "Splashing's" literalization of the assertion, and it is that which provided the background of "Tilted Arc" for its defenders. But they could not be expected to explain, within the short time of their testimonies, a complex history that had been deliberately suppressed. The public's ignorance is, of course, an enforced ignorance, for not only is cultural production maintained as the privilege of a small minority, but it is not in the interests of the institution's art and the forces they serve to produce knowledge of radical practices even for their specialized audience. And this is particularly the case for those practices whose goal is a materialist critique of the presuppositions of those very institutions. Such
practices attempt to reveal the material conditions of the work of art, its mode of production and reception, the institutional supports of its circulation, the power relations represented by these institutions—in short, everything that is disguised by traditional aesthetic discourse. Nevertheless, these practices have subsequently been recuperated by that very discourse as reflecting just one more episode in a continuous development of modern art. Many of “Tilted Arc’s” defenders, some representing official art policies, argued for a notion of site specificity that reduced it to a purely aesthetic category.\(^\text{10}\)

The trajectory from Smithson to Crimp traces the development of an art practice designated within a particular sphere of theoretical and conceptual boundaries that claim its radicality. The conclusion of sculpture is declared, with installation and site-specific art awkwardly occupying part of its terrain.

Updating Richard Wagner’s original operatic definition, Walter Gropius theorized architecture as the Gesamtkunstwerk, or total work of art. Architecture was to assimilate all forms of the visual and performing arts into a single totalizing project that would define the twentieth century. The Bauhaus would attempt to resolve the split between art and craft as well as performer and audience, the alienation of the subject from art, and the artist’s alienation from technology and commerce. In the totalized project of art, object-making, music-making, and building would form a singular modernist unity. Installation aspires to this continuum.

The material content and constitution of installation suggests ever more complex and varied sources and legacies, including everything from Neolithic standing stones to eighteenth-century human garden statuary up to contemporary video projects. Installation traverses upon and draws from disparate legacies, from Fidelis Schabet’s Grotto of Venus built for “Mad” King Ludwig II in 1876 (which sported an interior, underground lake complete with swans) to Simon Rodia’s Watts Towers (hand built from urban detritus in South Central Los Angeles between 1921 and 1954 and including a 102-foot-high central spire encrusted with glass bottles and crockery). The desires that motivate installation—to fabricate interior and exterior environments, to alter surfaces until they envelop the viewer, to construct “all-over” compositions utilizing natural and man-made objects, and to reallocate and disorder space—can be situated in relation to myriad historical art movements and smaller, sometimes private domestic actions. The artists of the dada, happenings, Fluxus,
situationist, and Arte Povera movements have all produced work indicative of these concerns, as have so-called visionary, environmental, or folk artists.

Located in the intersection of the collection, the monument, the garden, and the domestic interior, works of installation and site-specific practices can be posited in several locations that predate modernist genres and labels. I would suggest that both the Wunderkammern, or cabinets de curiosité (cabinets of curiosities or wonders), and the Kunstkammern (room-sized collections of art and intriguing objects) from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries have more than a passing resemblance to the contemporary practice of installation. They were the personal and idiosyncratic collections of private individuals that predate the establishment of public museums in Europe and are often characterized as having laid the foundation for the establishment of the modern museum.11

Wunderkammern were composed of collections of items chosen not because of their historical value as antiquities or their monetary worth but because the collectors found the objects pleasing and demonstrative of the “wonders of the world,” whether natural, spiritual, or man-made. The objects in a Wunderkammer were arranged according to circumference, height, weight, color, luminosity, transparency, or like geometries. A Wunderkammer might juxtapose a group of ostrich eggs with marble acorn garden ornaments, or a wooden bow with the thigh bones of an antelope. Barbara Maria Stafford, in one of several extensive explorations of the Wunderkammer’s placement in the historical discourse of the eighteenth century, recounts the reaction of neoclassical critics to the Wunderkammer’s “past crimes”: “Lord Shaftesbury, the Abbé Batteux, Winckelmann, and Lessing excoriated conspicuously artificial and extravagant manufacture. They termed ‘deformed’ and ‘unnatural’ any egalitarian or truly interdisciplinary hybrids. These dissonant decorative mixtures graced the heteroclite cabinet de curiosité. According to unsympathetic critics the equivocal ornamental grotesque embodied everything that was excessive, contaminated, and ‘monstrous’ about the uncontrolled imagination.”12 This lack of homogeneity is precisely what makes the Wunderkammer such an intriguing precursor to installation art. It suggests as well a connectivity to acts of intimate material collection and repositioning such as curio or souvenir cabinets, personal altars, roadside and hiking memorial, and autobiographical mantelpiece groupings, all of which take the institutional scale of the Wunderkammer and dissolve and redistribute this passion for knowledge through the
consumption and arrangement of objects on a more intimate scale across the everyday.

In their commitment to collection as the art form of arrangement and to a celebration of the wonders of the found object, Wunderkammern suggest a curious theoretical connection with the employment of chance operations in avant-garde modernist works such as Marcel Duchamp’s *Three Standard Stoppages* (1913–14) or John Cage’s *I Ching* generated musical compositions of the 1950s. These applied compositional systems relied on the designated “uncontrollable” event as a way to intervene in conventional notions of taste and authorship. This method was sanctioned precisely because compositional dissolution introduced into art processes a removal of individual authorship’s perimeters of “control” and “original gesture.” The liberating arbitrariness of chance operations might be likened to the obliteration of scientific classification exercised in these personal cabinets. Wunderkammern evoke (in retrospect) some of the foundational impulses, along with happenings and minimalism, for works of installation and site-specific art. Ben Vautier’s *Living Sculpture* (1962), Alison Knowles’s *Gentle Surprises for the Ear* (with Philip Corner and Bill Fontana, 1979), Yayoi Kusama’s *Aggregation: One Thousand Boats* (1964), Ann Hamilton’s *Palimpsest* (1989), Mona Hatoum’s *Light Sentence* (1992), or David Wilson’s ongoing *The Museum of Jurassic Technology* all employ the institutional room or adaptive domestic interior as a space of collection and dissection—cabinets of selection and display, objects arranged for evocation, bewilderment, and enchantment. Like their dadaist kin, they expanded the notion of collection and designation as a gesture of authorship in opposition to and/or in disregard of sanctioned systems of classification and historicization.

We can postulate the Wunderkammer’s “excessive” “monstrous” as linked to the phenomenon of the “folly.” The term folly refers to structures built primarily between 1720 and 1850 by individuals outside the architectural institutional “norm”; follies were often defiantly and proudly antifunctional, existing cross-culturally beyond well-charted Euro-Western tangents. Follies are indicative of a desire to construct a “unique” and signifying gesture privately inside one’s home or publicly in yards and grounds surrounding one’s residence. They have been postulated as motivated by a string of factors: a desire to be seen, a vision, perceived religious or civic witnessing, a desire to commemorate oneself or a designated population, and a desire to alleviate the maker’s own sense of alienation in relation to his or her community. Follies are literally “made by fools,” outside
the architectural standard and often useless as shelter and baffling as monument.

Relegated to the ideologically questionable status of outsider or folk art, follies have no “use value” except as sites of tourism and cannot be recuperated as “fine art.” *Outsider, folk, primitive, and visionary* are all terms that are the subject of deep scrutiny and present a quandary for writing about work designated as outside the modernist canon. Regional, urban, racist, and xenophobic bias can be reflected in the deployment of these terms, and they should be examined with a great deal of skepticism. This skepticism can be attached as well to the terms *high* and *low art*, terms that reflect some of the same problems and bear more than a passing resemblance to the oppositions set up between fine and folk art. Follies are vernacular architectural sites divorced from sanctioned art exhibition spaces and later rediscovered, as distinctions between “high” and “low” art came to be seen (by artists of the 1960s) as exclusionary obfuscations in need of eradication.

The work of the vernacular artist came to be reexamined in the context of the environments of happenings; follies and folk environments were fetishized as “pure” indicators of the direction the movement could take. The standard distinctions made between popular or folk culture and the fine arts, that is, “low” art versus “high” art, the un schooled naif versus the trained artist, were broken down within the modernist avant-garde. Historically this is demonstrated in one direction as Die Brücke (the Bridge) assimilates German folk woodcuts in the early 1900s and in the other as the Bauhaus attempts to incorporate industrial mass production and eradicate the distinction between art and design in the 1920s and 1930s. Contemporaneously this collapse of distinctions is further complicated by the reemployment of historically “folk” antecedents, often of spiritual and metaphysical “use value,” as revisioned, for example, in the work of Betye Saar, in various installation works like *Miti* (1973) and *Miti Receives* (1977) that evoke, invoke, and employ objects reconfigured from Haitian voodoo, West African altar practices, and Brazilian Santeria, objects derived from ritual and structured worship. Her installations riff on the “innate and accumulated aura of the individual object,” sanctifying space through object.15 “Folk” is rearticulated in material form, and the content and process of worship, celebration, guardianship, and protective commemoration is deployed by Saar as an integral, not merely referential, gesture. The distinction between folk or popular practice, the life of the everyday, sustenance, and its designation as “art” further compounds the
collapse of distinctions. A work such as Victor Grippo’s *Construction of a Traditional Rural Oven for Making Bread* (1972), in which the artist and a rural worker baked bread for onlookers on a Buenos Aires street, made manifest the opposition of urban and rural, labor and “culture.” The action solidified a refusal of boundary between culture and the everyday, a defining modernist trope that installation claims as partial definition. The happenings artists’ interest in vernacular American folk artists fundamentalizes this tradition. Allan Kaprow can be justly credited with pointedly erasing high/low oppositions in his book *Assemblage, Environments, and Happenings* (1966), in which he makes no distinction between Clarence Schmidt’s recycled dwelling/folly/environment and a performance happening by Wolf Vostell. From the inverted cone of the nineteenth-century *Mad Jack’s Fuller’s Folly* in Dallington, England, to Grandma Prisbrey’s *Bottle Village* (1955–88) in Simi Valley, California, follies served as personal landmarks and/or ingenious ways to house collections that had gotten out of hand. Grandma Prisbrey constructed a series of dwellings from discarded materials—a pencil house, a dollhouse, a shrine of all religions, a schoolhouse, a shell house, and a rumspus room fabricated out of thousands of intact bottles carefully laid in cement. Her compound held all the requirements of a village, a model and manageable universe of recyclables, safely enfolding the domestic. When asked how *Bottle Village* got started, Mrs. Prisbrey simply said that she needed a place to house her pencil collection. These projects remain within the idiosyncratic; their dependence on fetish, repetition, found objects, enclosure, assemblage, and the aesthetic of refuse prompt their inclusion in our wildly burgeoning definition of “installation art.” With the folly, the cabinet can miraculously grow into architecture and beyond.

Within art history, installation art (a solely Western art-historical construct) is generally seen as having originated at a moment of revelation, as a sanctioned modernist chance encounter, or a collision of folly with the surrealist revolution. Ferdinand Cheval’s *Palais idéal* (constructed between 1879 and 1912 in the rural village of Hauterives, south of Lyons, France) was a structure built around a found object, a piece of indigenous tufa stone happened upon while Cheval walked his postal route in Drôme, France. His daydream of the *Palais idéal* relieved the boredom of his postal journeys. Rising from the suggestiveness of the shape of his first tufa stone, Cheval built antler and tree-branch steeples, fanciful beasts, his own tomb, and towers of stalagmite-like forms. Myriad shapes were intricately woven into supporting walls and crossbeams, molded into a massive...
interconnected structure of sheer fancifulness. André Breton identified this tufa explosion as the surrealist moment—the found object releasing the phantasm. His *Manifesto of Surrealism* (1924) demanded an end to logic, and the *Palais idéal* became an icon in the surrealist pantheon, an explication of the call to disorder the senses. The grottoes and winding staircases of *Palais idéal* mine space in a way that suggests site-specific practice, excavating the natural site and casting it anew based on materials uncovered and reconfigured. A single site-specific found element becomes the catalyst for constructing an environmentally all-encompassing, self-reflexive, and multi-focused work. The *Palais idéal* was an environment that required witnessing, exploration, and domestic occupation, actions fundamentally in contradistinction to the contemplation of an object isolated in neutral space. With the *Palais idéal*, “neutral space” could be quietly retired. Less than a century later, Lygia Clark’s *Ar e pedra* (Air and stone) (1966), a work literally formed around a bag of air cradled between cupped hands that floats a smooth round stone, speaks of another private site of origin, the sculptural resonance of the found object fashioned to body scale. Clark forms a hand-held portable installation, a macrocosm of Cheval’s monumentality. *Ar e pedra* incorporates the corporal as site, grafting the inanimate unto flesh and vice versa. Clark installs herself around a catalyst of air and stone, as air and stone mold themselves to her shape. Site is occupied and engendered through found object, as it is reshaped and animated through space and occupier of space.

Kurt Schwitters’s *Merzbau* (1920–43) exemplifies this mutation of object into environment. Growing from an earlier assemblage, *Column of Erotic Misery*, which Schwitters constructed in his living room, *Merzbau* was literally a living installation, occupied as it was by Schwitters, his wife, and his children, who must have devised inventive ways to become one with assemblage. *Merzbau*’s walls were carved into and then plastered over, doorjambs were extended, and runways for a guinea pig were constructed under ceiling planes that had been lowered at jarring cubist angles. Cubist collage and expressionism cohabitated somewhat precariously in Schwitters’s domestic experiment. Thwarted by lack of space, at one point he moved the upstairs tenant out, cut the ceiling free, and extended *Merzbau* through the floor above. A hand-built cubist assemblage, *Merzbau* was irrevocably bombed into oblivion by Allied forces during World War II, a technological obliteration of space perhaps symbolic of the passing of the hand-built into the machine-made.

Into this indexed time line is interjected a more portable vehicle

---

1717
Charles Simonds, *Dwelling*

1718
Maria Nordman, *Studio Installations*

1719
Cildo Meireles, *Insertions into Ideological Circuits, Coca-Cola Project*

1720
Charles Ross, *Star Axis begun*

1721
Chriso, *Valley Curtain*

1722
Hanne Darboven, *One Century in One Year*

1723
Daniel Buren, *Presence-AbSENce*

1724
Robert Irwin, *Fractured Light—Partial Scribe Ceiling—Eye-Level Wire*

1725
Lilí Dujonie, *American Imperialism*

1726
Joseph Kosuth, *The Eighth Investigation, Proposition One*

1727
Walter De Maria, *The Lightning Field*, 1971–77

1728
Bruce Nauman, *Green Light Corridor*

1729
Alice Aycock, *Maze*

1730
Conrad Atkinson, *Strike at Brannan’s Womanhouse*

1731
Chris and Jeanne-Claude, *Running Fence, 1972–76*

1732
Jonathan Borofsky, *Age Piece*

1733
Vito Acconci, *Seed Bed*

1734
Peter Campus, *Interface: Juchern Gen L, Exhibition of Juchern Gerz in Front of His Exhibition*

1735
George Maciunas, *One Year (1282–83)*

1736
E.A.T.: Billy Klüver, Julie Martin, and Barbara Rose, eds., *Pavilion*

1737
Harold Rosenberg, *The Definition of Art: Action to Pop to Earthworks*

1738
Gyorgy Kepes, ed., *Arts of the Environment*

1739
Roger Cardinal, * Outsider Art*

1740
Ursula Meyer, *Conceptual Art*

1741
Peter Weibel, *Die Kruzifikation der Identität*

1742
Alice Aycock, *Low Building with Daylight Roof*

1743
Nancy Holt, *Sun Tunnels, 1973–76*

1744
Judy Chicago, *The Dinner Party, 1973–79*

1745
Ana Mendieta, *Silueta Series, 1973–80*

1746
Lucy Lippard, *Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972*

1747
Gregory Battcock, *Idea Art: A Critical Anthology*
of spatial occupation: László Moholy-Nagy’s Light-Space Modulator (1923–30), which was a kinetic machine/sculpture that sat in the middle of an enclosed space. It was designed to have a specific film projected onto it, thereby throwing light and pattern onto the walls of any room. It transformed interiors by casting geometric shadows as different levels of the machine spun in front of the film’s projection beam, leaving sections of the room alternately light and dark. It was parlor machine projecting the veneer of technology’s geometry over the domestic interior. Light-Space Modulator serves as a template for issues of projection, temporal content, and spatial reorientation within video and film installation and related “multimedia.”

Apparatuses that disrupt exhibition or private space play an important role in this definition of installation as a machine of realignment. Marcel Duchamp’s Mile of String was designed to impede the viewing of the paintings at the 1942 surrealist exhibition in New York.19 Its installation made impossible normative viewing of the art object, and only by literally destroying Mile of String could the viewer recapture the traditional relationship between viewer and object. It altered the terms of public art exhibition in much the same way that his domestic readymade Door: 11, rue Larrey (1927) had redefined private space. As a door that could only shut off one room or the other, but never simultaneously offer closure to both, Door: 11, rue Larrey bisected domestic safety and made a mockery of privacy and containment. Duchamp reorganized the space of occupancy and exhibition, installing a designated artwork that is equally functional and a dysfunctional door that can be redesignated at will as art. The audience/visitor chooses which aspect will be “installed” at what time. These works made ephemeral allusion to the absence and presence of space and to the notion of space as an unfixed entity, as illusionary and mutable. On an epic scale (appropriate to its desire to miniaturize the viewer in relation to absolute power), Albert Speer’s Cathedral of Light (1934) was a circumference of columns made up entirely of spotlights. Designed to illuminate Nazi stadium rallies, they existed as temporarily blinding monuments, occupying airspace and the newly claimed Fascist public sphere. Cathedral of Light and Light Ram Modulator represent the quandaries of the machine-age fetish and political nuance and serve as markers for multimedia, technology-based art forms that negotiated the confines of domestic and public space.

Many years later, in the late 1950s, Yves Klein sells shares of gallery air, continuing in the footsteps of Duchamp’s Monte Carlo Bond (1924) and its playful twisting of art and commerce. Attention
to the ideological and commercial implication of making a work of art combines with performative aspects as the artist becomes a character in the work of art, conceptually and figuratively. The gallery space itself becomes material, sold off as shares in the promise of art. The Gutai group in Japan in the 1950s and Allan Kaprow’s performance process pieces of the 1950s and 1960s continue this exploration of the artist as performer-author; they expand the space defined by turning assemblage and action painting into environment through interjecting the author as performer and instigator. The Gutai group sculpted earth with bodies, erected and disassembled dwellings, and destroyed paintings’ spatial illusion by violently penetrating their surfaces with arrows and leaping bodies, thereby reconfiguring the space of art-making through bodily interventions and spatial disassembling. The artist is implicated in the work of art, as he or she becomes content, material, and process. These actions move the artist into public and institutional space—a space that includes Marcel Broodthaers, Daniel Buren, and Michael Asher’s deconstructive museum and gallery “augmentations.” These are actions that define the environs of installation as practice, reconfiguring notions of occupancy, material forms, and the body’s relationship to the space it occupies and incessantly reformulates. It is also a space defined by Gordon Matta Clark’s *Splitting: Four Corners* (1974), the revealing of architectural skeleton and a reorientation of perceptual solidity through the bisecting of a two-story house down the middle with a chain saw. This trajectory is too inclusive to be conclusive, but somewhere between standing stones, follies, and *Wunderkammern* are some clues to a crooked but inviting path that is erratically signposted.

**This Site**

The authors whose texts are included here explore various installation projects in relation to their “siting” via a varied set of methodologies addressing issues of class, sexuality, cultural identity, race, and gender (and redefinitions and disruptions of these constructs). They expand the definition of installation and site-specific work outside the confines of its primarily Western modernist delineation while interrogating and riffing on that very definition. The project includes contributions by a variety of writers, including curators, artists, art historians, and critics working from a variety of disciplines, methodologies, and points of view. This collection endeavors to explore how the visual arts practices of installation and site-specific art resonate
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**1977 (continued)**

Mary Lucier, *Untitled Display System, Laser Burning Video*  
Suzanne Lacy and Leslie Labowitz, *In Mourning and in Rage*  
*Water De Maria, New York Earth Room*  
Michael Asher, *Installation Murder*  
May Miss, *Penetrate, Pavilions, Decays, 1977–78*  
*Kerry Trangrove, An Eight Day Passage*  
Rosalind Krauss, *Passages in Modern Sculpture*  
John Beardsley, *Probing the Earth: Contemporary Land Projects*

**1978**

Robert Longo, *Sound Distance of a Good Man*  
SITE Projects, Inc., *Ghost Parking Lot*  
Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, *Passages/ Paysages*

**1979**

Andy Lipke, *TreePeople founded Mario Merz, Igloo*  
Joar N安卓es, *Upside Down and Backwards*  
Nancy Holt, ed., *The Writings of Robert Smithson*  
Rosalind Krauss, *Sculpture in the Expanded Field*  
Dietrich Roth, *Triptychon*

**1980**

Ira Schneider, *Time Zones*  
Douglas Hollis, *Field of Vision*  
Tom Van Sant, *Reflections from Earth: Shadow Mountain Eye*  
Jan Holzer, *The Living Series*  
Juan Downey, *Venus and Her Mirror*  
Huayco Eps, *Sancta Colonía*  
Barbara Steinman, *Le couple donnant*  
Michael Schuyt, Joost Elffers, and George R. Collins, *Fantastic Architecture: Personal and Eccentric Visions*

**1981**

Richard Serra, *Tilted Arc*  
Cecilia Vicuña, *Antero*  
Kim Abeles, *Pilgrimage to the Wedge, 1981–87*  
Ilya Kabakov, *The Man Who Flew into Space from His Apartment, 1981–86*  
*Group Material, People’s Choice/ Amor con mango*  
Jean-Pierre Raynaud, *Espace zéro*
within history as well as in relation to contemporary culture and society and how these practices have altered, engaged, and influenced aspects of contemporary visual culture. In the two opening essays in this volume, James Meyer and Miwon Kwon investigate theoretical and conceptual issues surrounding the very definition of installation and site-specific art that can only be briefly touched upon in this introduction. They investigate what is at stake in such definitions and what is at stake in radical positionality vis-à-vis the bending of the structures of exhibition and reception. They bring the debates about installation and site specificity full circle and examine their efficacy and application both in their historical context and in their impact on 1990s art discourse. James Meyer discusses the “functional site” and the “literal site” as processes that are rearticulated and reconfigured via contemporary artists’ nomadic narratives. Miwon Kwon examines the notion of the discursive and the physical in relation to “site” in the works of nascent institutional critique and the “unhinging” of site specificity away from its origins in “the pure idealist space of dominant modernisms.”

Barbara Maria Stafford, in her contribution to this volume, delves into the existence of a libertine anticlassic and antiacademic aesthetic as documented in the attitude expressed toward so-called Druidic monuments. Focusing on the dispute—revived during the first quarter of the eighteenth century—between the Palladian Inigo Jones and the Epicurean Walter Charleton concerning the interpretation of Stonehenge, Stafford develops an important antithesis for architectural and sculptural monuments between classical, or “literary,” monuments and barbaric, Gothic, or “illiterate,” memorials. Sean Cubitt writes about constructions of grottoes, gardens, and fountains in relation to absolute power and allegory, as evidenced in what he terms the neobaroque. He outlines how the baroque and subsequent periods theorize sound, smell, and sight and the “immanent collapse of meaning,” constructions he reads across the contemporary work of Judith Goddard, Susan Trangmar, Chris Meigh-Andrews, Douglas Gordon, Daniel Reeves, Keith Piper, Stella Z, Mona Hatoum, and Ian Hamilton Finlay. He charts the transfiguration of the natural—however sensuously reconfigured—into monumental artifact.

Ian Hamilton Finlay’s *Little Sparta* (1966-present) is the sole subject of Susan Stewart’s meditation on the allegorical impulse, poetic structure, and nature as both subject and embattled site. She postulates a teleology of death contained in making gardens and in making war, both modes conspiring toward a fundamental transfor-
mation of nature. Stewart traces how these tropes manifest themselves in Finlay’s elegiac defense of poetry, the poetic object, and memory. My essay searches for a definition of “the natural” as evidenced in earthworks, photography, and site-specific “monuments” situated in the southwestern deserts of North America, sites fraught with political, utopian, and fantastical interpretive projections. The desert topos serves as subject matter and location for projects by John Divola, Nancy Holt, Walter De Maria, Dennis Oppenheim, and Jean Tinguely. The essay skews the intersections of these topographical investigations and proposes several different constructions of “the natural” within site specificity as practice in the late twentieth century, as prescribed by decayed sublimity, codes of landscape, the erasures of use value, and land development within site specificity as practice.

Alessandra Moctezuma + Leda Ramos uncover issues of site specificity in the urban topography wherein they perform architectural interventions, mapping Latinos’ and women’s cultural histories upon the urban fabric to investigate dislocation, memory, and language. They outline their work as a collaborative dialogue between Mexican, Central American, and (Los) Angelino architectural sites, from storefronts to historical landmarks—found, designated, and restructured through objects and action. Moctezuma + Ramos are fascinated with “Latinos’ alternative semiotic landscape” as found in religious and commercial signage—street vendors, mobile markets, festivals, and other urban, vernacular aesthetic topologies. John Coleman also discusses the dimensions of memory and personal narratives that occupy the space of installation. By situating his own work, A Prayer for My Son and Myself (1997), in relation to the work of David Hammons, Ed Kienholz, and Nancy Reddin Kienholz, he discusses how storytelling, object-making, and witnessing inform his installation practice. His use of first-person narratives shapes the structure of the essay itself while illustrating his essential attraction to installation as a form, a form he finds resonant with autobiographical gesture because it “exists within both physical and psychic space.” The collapse of alternative spaces, the poetic structures of Charles Bukowski, journal entries, and witnessed political climates all serve as metaphors and markers of Coleman’s process, a process mirrored in the form of the essay itself as he interleaves these disparate sources to augment the work of the artists he utilizes in order to delineate a center within his own autobiographical project. Ernest Larsen examines the strategy of the “found object” as urban detour. The “everyday” object disrupts and becomes a singular and
personal “accident” on a city street. Through a chance encounter with Ilya Kabakov’s *Monument to a Lost Glove* (1997), Larsen postulates the spatial and temporal monumenality of the body in relation to architectural, economic, and urban topographic space. The deployment or the installation of this “found” object in a culturally specific posture and in an alien site extends chance into happenstance. His encounter leads him to knit the work of Simon Leung, Gary Hill, and Sherry Millner into a personal essay that grafts autobiographic narrative over the systemic realities of New York art-world real estate, the politics of difference, and the collapse of monumenality. His is a system—and a flaneur’s ramble—that is topographically detoured via the object.

C. Ondine Chavoya writes about the early performance-based interventions of the Los Angeles group Asco, who in the 1970s politicized the public sphere through the performance of body, action, and tableau, adapting the transgressive via urban and ethnic détournement.21 Chavoya writes of Asco’s spatially politicized aesthetics as critical resistance, actions that postulate real and metaphorical occupations of urban sites. By positioning Asco as essentially outside the tenets of the Chicano art movement, Chavoya problematizes the historical reception and contemporary narrativizing of that movement while underscoring Asco’s employment of the transgressive via public site, engendering community response and advocating social change through spatial resistance. Laurence A. Rickels tabulates disparate sources to disinter a genealogy of media, the public space of commerce, and art’s “entombment.” Examining the connective synapses between Stig Sjölund’s *Titanic II* (1988), installed in the courtyard of Wilhelmina von Hallwyl’s Hallwylska Museet in Stockholm; America’s first serial killer’s Chicago “Castle”; and Sarah Winchester’s San Jose “Mystery Mansion,” Rickels posits the connectivity and cross talk between the collection, modern technological invention, what he terms “sci-fi modernism,” and its resting place in melancholia, the vampiric, and catastrophe.

Kevin McMahon examines how contemporary works of architecture, advertisement, and domestic and museum interiors align with and resite public space. By interweaving the Case Study Houses, Martha Stewart, modern architectural exhibition space within the museum, and the future of housing and dwelling, McMahon delves into homes without sites—the displacement of architecture within urban site and museum void. Southern California housing developments, installation art as fodder for ahiistorical museum re-creation, and nature domesticated and folded into house (as part of the “thea-
ter of objects") inform McMahon's critical meditation on home, house, installation, and institution. John C. Welchman's essay on the Art Rebate/Arte Reembolso project (1993) examines a contemporary site-specific work in San Diego by Louis Hock, Liz Sisco, and David Avalos that relies on a continuation of Duchamp's debunking of and simultaneous employment of commodity fetish. He explores how a neodadaist gesture is applied in the urban sphere of exchange value for overt political purposes. Momentarily located in the politics and economics of migrant labor and its border site, Welchman places Art Rebate/Arte Reembolso within a series of contexts and methodologies through which twentieth-century art has engaged with the theory and practice of money and the systematic and social operations of market capitalism.

Expanding upon multi-media and technology-based installation, Chrissie Iles examines the architectural matrix of the gallery and museum and how these sites have been reformulated as works of projected light and movement that reconfigure perceptual and temporal axes of space. Identifying three historical phases of video and film installation—the phenomenological performative, the sculptural, and the cinematic—she uncovers the theoretical phenomenological bases of the work of Dan Graham, Bruce Nauman, Peter Campus, Vito Acconci, Joan Jonas, and Les Levine while outlining the projected environments of Gary Hill, Stan Douglas, Douglas Gordon, and Lisa Roberts within concepts of the panorama, multimedia environments, and the cinematic.

Bruce Jenkins also examines the museum and the machine, exploring how works of film installation have been received and theorized within the context of their "installation" as determined by issues of temporality and filmic "presence." He explores how the existence of film has redefined the very way in which we understand the work of art. More than fifty years after Walter Benjamin's death and nearly a hundred years after the birth of cinema, Jenkins contends that film continues to reside—now in the company of video, holography, and new forms of computer-based imaging—on a fault line discernible only well below the surface of the art-world infrastructure. Jenkins positions the film object in relation to issues of site, temporality, and historicity across works that range from Joseph Cornell to Chantal Akerman.

Colin Gardner offers a close reading of Diana Thater's video installation China (1996). His reading questions the theorizing of site specificity through the dialectical tenets of minimalism, namely the spatial and temporal interrelationship between the object, the viewer,
and the overall context. He deconstructs these traditional boundaries, which he articulates as Hegelian, through a resort to nondialectical theoretical sources, particularly Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s becoming-animal and becoming-machine. Marita Sturken focuses on technology, as well, and its relation to memory, space, and time specifically across the works of Jim Campbell. Campbell’s machines of controlled randomness and mediated memory form the basis of an essay that focuses on the paradox of memory in the electronic realm, suggesting as it does both the passing nature of memory and its “haunting.” Technological apparatus, autobiography, and the shifting form of electronic media delineate the basis of Campbell’s project, integrating the “object” of technology into the site while reconfiguring constructions of memory, the mimetic, and the sublime, ultimately arriving at closure only through the viewer’s completion of the loop of production and reception.

Catherine Lord’s essay inserts lost subjectivity and authorship back into the archive, constructing a modern-day Wunderkammer as a counter to historical erasure. Focusing on her collaborative project with Millie Wilson, Something Borrowed (1995), a site-specific installation/public art project that addressed issues of a fictive queer community and lesbian visibility/visibility. Lord writes of the collaborative process as a way to develop and register a lesbian presence in a setting of varied conservatisms: the avant-garde art world, the setting of a historical museum, and the Catholic state. She locates their interest as coauthors at the intersection of homosexuality in relation to anthropology and proposes Something Borrowed as a site that would both record and invent a lesbian community as constructed through a subcultural insistence on appropriating and redefining dominant codes outside heterosexuality’s borders. Tiffany Ana López examines Pepón Osorio’s elaborate barbershop collections and narrative rearrangements as interpreters and constructors of community. Both Lord and López explore the absented and the removed, focusing on works of art that reinstall “disappeared” histories. Osorio employs fabricated environments made up of found commercial objects and constructed “evidence,” which he uses to stage theatrical installations that, López asserts, reflect and interrogate the social and ideological constructions of Latinx popular culture, familial relationships, and community. This essay specifically focuses on a shift within Osorio’s work engendered by the use of video and its connection to the body as performative matrix. Controversy and debate surrounding issues of accessibility to mainstream institutions and what this does to the politics of identity within the
work of art are examined in conjunction with issues of visibility and the relationship between representations of the body (imaging) and the imagining of community. Amelia Jones traces the legacy of minimalism and examines it in light of questions of subjectivity and situational aesthetics in relation to works of contemporary installation, which, she argues, move the body into site as subject. She explores the intersection between body art and installation as these two types of practice came together in the late 1960s and early 1970s through a model of spatial politics revolving around the gallery as a “community” space. Jones traces the impact of phenomenology on the work of artists and theoreticians such as Robert Morris, Michael Fried, Vito Acconci, Joseph Santarromana, and Adrian Piper as they pose or suppress questions of intersubjective desires and assumptions that play off the artists’ and the audiences’ assumed identities. By reconstructing and revisiting the debates surrounding installation as a practice growing out of minimalism’s aegis, Jones promises a complex and problematized rendering of installation art and its relation to myriad sites of shifting subjectivities.

Artists investigate urban topographies as sites of resistance, the human form is configured and employed as ideologically resonant, and spatial rearrangements compel a reassessment of perceptual boundaries. Given the dearth of serious critical and theoretical attention that installation as a visual arts practice has garnered, this book is designed to fill the gap between its identification as a medium of artistic expression and as a site in which to expand the definition of the artwork. This anthology proposes itself as a conceptual and temporal site of exchange, détournement, detour, assessment, play, and speculation.

A space exists when one takes into consideration vectors of direction, velocities, and time variables. Thus space is composed of intersections of mobile elements. It is in a sense actuated by the ensemble of movements deployed within it. Space occurs as the effect produced by the operations that orient it, situate it, temporalize it, and make it function in a polyvalent unity of conflictual programs or contractual proximities. On this view, in relation to place, space is like the word when it is spoken, that is, when it is caught in the ambiguity of an actualization, transformed into a term dependent upon different conventions, situated as an act of a present (or of a time), and modified by the transformations caused by successive contexts. In contradistinction to the place, it has thus none of the univocality or stability of a “proper.” In short, space is a practiced place.\textsuperscript{22}
I would like to situate this book within de Certeau's "practiced space," juxtaposing installation alongside ongoing political and cultural activities—as a practice and a medium allied with and paralleled by other current critical and artistic discourses.

I hope to create an ongoing site of exchange, pleasure, interrogation, phantasm, and investigation that can address one of the most elusive but dominant forms currently at play in the field of the visual.

Notes


2. As defined by George R. Collins, "Soft Architecture . . . refuses to use the processes of production, industrial procedures, and division of labor. . . . That is, soft architecture tried to establish new relationships between producer and user (often the same person). It is involved in new relations between Man and Nature in its respect for ecosystems, and its refusal to squander energy and materials; it pursues autonomy. It proposes itself as a possibility of poetic expression and total realization which permits an individual to recover his integrity by non-specialized work, rejecting any division between the intellectual and manual. In its methods of production it must be artisan, and for obvious reasons it is often self-built; it replaces the project about space—making by the process of space-making: it wishes to be anti-monumental, not rhetorical, but poetic." The journal *Architecture d'Aujourd'hui* as quoted in *Fantastic Architecture: Personal and Eccentric Visions*, ed. Michael Schuyt and Joost Elffers (New York: Abrams, 1980), 11. Originally published as *Phantastische Architektur* (Cologne: DuMont Buchverlag, 1980).

3. See timeline alongside Introduction text.

4. Lucy Lippard, *Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972* (New York: Praeger, 1973), is a conceptual art object in and of itself. In her insistence on curatorial point of view identified as political and ideologically constructed, Lippard invents a document that is a period-specific autocritique of art criticism as act. The book as object enacts a radicalization of form that is germane to our study of installation as it enacts a disruption of chronology and linear index. As Lippard states of the project: "The anti-individualistic bias of its form (no single artist's sequential development or contribution can be traced without the help of the index) will hopefully emphasize timing, variety, fragmentation, and interrelationships above all. In fact, I have included some of the work here because it illustrates connections to or even exploitations of other, stronger work, or repetition of ideas considered from very different viewpoints, or how far certain ideas can be taken before they become exhausted or totally absurd. In any case, I enjoy the prospect of forcing the reader to make up his or her own mind when confronted with such a curious mass of information" (6).


6. He continues by identifying sculpture's expansion into site and the space that is unleashed and circumscribed within site specificity. "This paradox qua sculpture is focused in the problem of site. 'The biggest break in the history of sculpture in the twentieth century,' Serra
has remarked, 'occurred when the pedestal was removed,' which he reads as a shift from the memorial space of the monument to the 'behavioral' space of the viewer.' Yet as a dialectical event this break opened up another trajectory as well: with its pedestal removed, sculpture was free not only to descend into the materialist world of 'behavioral space' but also to ascend into an idealist world beyond any specific site." Hal Foster, "The Un/making of Sculpture," in Richard Serra: Sculpture, 1985–1998, ed. Russell Ferguson, Anthony McCall, and Clara Weyergraf-Serra (Los Angeles: The Museum of Contemporary Art and Göttingen: Steidl, 1998), 17–18. Foster is quoting Serra from "Interview with Richard Serra," in Richard Serra: Torqued Ellipses, by Richard Serra (New York: Dia Center for the Arts, 1997), 26.


10. Ibid., 153.


15. Lowery S. Sims, "Betye Saar: A Primer for Installation Work," in Betye Saar: Resurrection: Site Installations, 1977–1987 (Fullerton: California State Art Gallery, 1988), 1. See also Ishmael Reed on Betye Saar's employment of recycled aura and material decay and their relation to "folk" in "Saar Dust: An Interview with Betye Saar," in The Art of Betye and Alison Saar: Secrets, Dialogues, and Revelations (Los Angeles: University of California, Wight Art Gallery, 1991), 32: "Methane gas, the stuff that emanates from junk, is used in the process of making diamonds. It could be said that the Saars take the dust of things and, from this dust, create works of art. Betye Saar's work often has the glitter of diamonds. Saar Dust. Life arising from mud. From 'garbage.' From 'junk.' Dust to dust. Her work is about the processes of life—the energetic high-tech materials that entered her work during her stint at MIT as well as the materials of decay, of fading memories, of nostalgia. Oldies, but goodies. She makes a strong statement for resurrection. For renewal."
17. Ibid., 35.
21. *Détournement* was one of several practices employed by the Situationist International, a movement of artists, filmmakers, and intellectuals in France that constructed situations—political disruptions via media, street actions, film, and manifestos. “Short for: détournement of preexisting aesthetic elements. The integration of present or past artistic production into a superior construction of a milieu. In this sense there can be no Situationist painting or music, but only a Situationist use of these means. In a more primitive sense, détournement within the old cultural spheres is a method of propaganda, a method that testifies to the wearing out and loss of importance of those spheres.” As defined in Elisabeth Sussman, ed., *On the Passage of a Few People through a Rather Brief Moment in Time: The Situationist International, 1957–1972* (Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989), 199.